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ONE INFINITY

Perth Festival acknowledges that our events take place on the lands of the Noongar people. 

HIS MAJESTY’S THEATRE
Thu 7 & Fri 8 Feb 8pm 
Sat 9 Feb    3pm & 8pm 
Sun 10 Feb    6pm 
Duration 60mins

Post Show Conversation  
Fri 8 Feb 9pm

Wheelchair accessible

FANFARE
You were called to your seat tonight by ‘Troposphere’, a fanfare composed by 19-year-old UWA student Charles 
Barblett. Visit perthfestival.com.au for more information on the Fanfare project and this composition.

Image: Gregory Lorenzutti

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING TO DO AFTER THE SHOW?
BAR UNDERGROUND  
Venture down below at the State 
Theatre Centre and slide into the 
late-night world of Perth Festival 
open every night until late.

CHEVRON GARDENS  
at Elizabeth Quay  
Kick back under the stars to  
enjoy late-night DJ tunes  
Thursday–Sunday.

Wind up or down and grab a drink 
and bite to eat with artists, friends 
and strangers at our Festival hubs.



Director & Choreographer Gideon Obarzanek 
Co-Composer Max De Wardener 
Co-Composer & Musician Genevieve Lacey 
Co-Composer & Musician Wang Peng 
Associate Choreographer Amber Haines 
Lighting Designer Damien Cooper 
Sound Designer Jim Atkins 
Costume Designer Harriet Oxley 
Set Designers Gideon Obarzanek & Damien Cooper 

Producer Ziyin Wang Gantner 
Producer (China) Wang Peng 
Associate Producer Jess Zhang 
Production Manager Emily O’brien 
Stage Manager Jo Leishman 
Production Coordinators (China) Li Xuan & Wang Yinan 
Rehearsal Director (China) Gao Jing

Jun Tian Fang Music Ensemble 
Xiao Gang, Zhang Lu, Zhuo Ran  
 
Beijing Dance Theater 
Wang Yuxin, Hou Ying, Ma Chao, Guo Wei, Niu Huaiyu 
 
Dancenorth Australia 
Paea Leach, Marlo Benjamin, Richard Cilli,  
Amber McCartney, Jessie Oshodi, Tara Jade Samaya

This project has been assisted by the Australian Government’s Major Festivals 
Initiative managed by the Australia Council, its arts and funding advisory  
body, in association with the Confederation of Australian International Arts Festival 
Inc, commissioned by Perth Festival, Sydney Festival and Melbourne International 
Arts Festival

CREDITS

‘One Infinity is a marvellous masterpiece of three years 
of arduous and happy hard work that will live  
through time and space.’  Wang Peng, Co-Composer & Musician

THE ANCIENT ARTS OF CHINA
Celebrate Chinese New Year with a special focus on The Ancient Arts of China. In partnership with the Confucius 
Institute at The University of Western Australia, we’re presenting a series of talks and experiences of ancient 
cultural practices on Sat 9 Feb. 

Visit perthfestival.com.au for full details.



A NOTE FROM THE  
CHOREOGRAPHER & DIRECTOR
I was in Beijing to meet with music ensemble Jun Tian Fang 
and my friend and colleague Genevieve Lacey. Listening 
to their exquisite playing inside a closed room behind 
a wall, I was transported from a bustling mega-city into 
wilderness. The experience connected me to something 
bigger than myself. My deep listening and their highly-
focused musicianship felt like a collective meditation, a 
transformation from the tangible to the ethereal. 

How to get this on stage I wondered, without resorting to 
yet another music concert in front of a big video screen 
with awesome projections of nature. I imagined dance 
as a kinetic visualisation of this state-altering music, like 
a moving mandala radiating out from a single listener 
embodied first by Dancenorth Australia and Beijing Dance 
Theater, and continuing to grow further through the 
audience. Simple gestures, performed en masse, creating 

patterns in which individuals disappear to become part of 
a larger, unison fabric. 

One Infinity has developed over time with artists in China, 
Australia and even the UK coming together in genuine 
creative collaboration. There are a ton of people to thank 
but probably none more so than producers, Ziyin Gantner 
and Qian (Jess) Zhang. Without Ziyin’s enthusiasm and 
determination and Jess’s unfaltering rigour this work just 
would not have happened.

Gideon Obarzanek



A NOTE FROM THE CO-COMPOSER
Years ago I wandered into the 14th century. Music took me 
there. I was beguiled by melodies that seemed to reach for 
something unearthly, their long lines floating above drones 
in a way that suspended time. Meeting Max de Wardener’s 
music in the early 2000s, I fell for his gentle ear for sound, 
his dream-like worlds. His music felt related to my earlier 
love for things confounding linear chronology. Parallel to 
discovering Max, I found Gideon Obarzanek’s work, and 
for years sat spellbound in his audiences, gripped by the 
brilliance and ache of those creations. 

From 2008—12 I worked often in Yuin Country, and at 
the heart of that place was a remarkable woman, Neilma 
Gantner. She’d subtly, generously built a culture that 
enabled hundreds of musicians and listeners. I played at 
Neilma’s funeral in 2015 and in conversation afterwards 
her daughter-in-law Ziyin Gantner invited me to Beijing. 
There, guided by a group of quietly visionary people, I was 
led into the rich world of traditional Chinese music and 
culture.

Our ‘one infinity’ conversation has taken place over three 
years. It has been soft, collaborative and illuminating. Our 

A NOTE FROM THE CO-COMPOSER
One Infinity is a marvellous masterpiece of three years of 
arduous and happy hard work that will live through time 
and space. 

It combines Chinese and Western characteristics, enabled 
by the joint efforts of artists and production teams from 
China, Britain and Australia. I believe audiences from 
around the world – regardless of their history and cultural 
backgrounds – will appreciate this unique concert, 
where they will be touched by the unity of heaven and 
humanity, the enlightenment of wisdom and the spiritual 
beautifulness of the world: all brought out in the form 
of universal expression using music, body and emotional 

colleagues are incredibly gifted and hospitable, and it’s 
a privilege to be in their presence. Our warmest thanks 
to them, and to Ziyin and Jess, who have made this deep 
human and cultural exchange possible.

Max and I have fashioned a musical world that frames 
a series of guqin classics. Our new music is inspired by 
textures, techniques and fragments from western history 
where our musical language feels empathetic with the 
beautifully sophisticated Chinese world we have been 
privy to. These hinge points in time allow us to traverse 
centuries and cultures, and together, to make something 
that is entirely of this time and place. The world Gideon 
has created in response to the music leads us towards 
our shared desire for contemplation, everything slipping 
gradually towards stillness, silence. 

Genevieve Lacey

language. We are looking forward to close friends coming 
with us to travel through time and space!

I believe that culture and music have no borders and that 
One Infinity will become the bridge connecting Eastern 
and Western cultures and a platform for sharing Eastern 
and Western wisdoms.

Wang Peng



Q&A WITH 
GIDEON OBARZANEK 

You came to this project when there was already a 
musical collaboration happening – why did you feel 
that it was important to add movement?

When composer and musician Genevieve Lacey 
approached me to be involved in this project it was very 
much at the workshop stage. She had previously travelled 
to China to work with the ensemble Jun Tian Fang and 
they had been exploring what music they could play 
together. She knew she wanted to make a performance, 
but she didn’t want it to be a straight music concert – but 
that was all she had decided at that stage. She asked me 
if I would develop it into a performance and suggested 
that I join her on the next trip to China. She also invited 
composer Max de Wardener. On this first trip with the 
three of us I spent my time mostly observing, listening, 
looking and thinking.

It wasn’t until after I was back that I came up with the idea 
of working with dancers and involving the audience. 

How important are cross cultural collaborations for our 
understanding of China?

I think they can be valuable when they’re really genuine 
– when the collaborations between artists are really 
concentrating on the materiality of the work and they’re 
not just trying to create something ‘cross cultural’. It’s not 
about harmony or common ground – it’s really about just 
working as musicians, as choreographers, as composers, 
as dancers to achieve an outcome that we’re all excited 
by and in that, that does create unified work and different 
qualities that in a way work together. I don’t think as 
artists we turn around and say ‘Hey let’s see how our 
cultures work together’ or do it to try and get a better 
understanding of each other. That just naturally happens 
through working together. That’s what I like about these 
collaborations – they produce ideas rather than trying 
to bring cultures together to create something – though 
in saying that, it’s what I’ve just done with this work! 
But really it came from the artists meeting each other 
and working together and understanding and creating 
something interesting from a cross cultural perspective.

Are these collaborations a way for the audience to get 
a better understanding of another culture? 

Absolutely. In the case of One Infinity the music we’re 
working with is quite ancient music. It’s part of a 
contemplative music practice, so it is a type of meditation. 
It’s not something that people would immediately think 
about when they think of China and Chinese culture right 
now. I think for me it’s interesting that there is, in China, a 
deep and very rich historical culture but it’s not the main 
culture – it’s not what you see walking around a big city. 

It’s interesting seeing it in a very busy city – seeing the 
slowing down of time and the pace. It’s like the antidote 
to a big busy mega-city. And actually when I was in China 
at Jun Tian Fang where the ensemble works, it’s not just 
the music – they do calligraphy, they do tai chi, they eat 
well and they drink lots of cups of tea. And they do a lot 
of sitting and talking. It’s really part of a complete practice 
and you find the musicians are very calm – similar to a 
monastery in a way, they practise an intentional, slower 
kind of life.

Were there any challenges that arose in creating the 
work (particularly because of cultural differences)?

When I create work, I rely on the dancers to be quite 
generative. And I think with the Chinese dancers of 
Beijing Dance Theater (who are more classically trained) 
they expected to be told what to do more. So I relied on 
Dancenorth (who come from a completely contemporary 
dance background) a lot to develop the material. The 
Chinese dancers were very good at executing the material, 
so they really shine on stage, but they just have a different 
way of working.

Were there any particular rewards that came from 
creating the work that you perhaps hadn’t expected?

In my recent work over the last few years, I have been 
becoming increasingly interested in the role of the 
audience. In my last piece for Chunky Move, Assembly, 
I was working with amateur choirs and professional 



dancers and there were quite a lot of rehearsals. We 
had some really interesting outcomes and I wanted to 
find ways of incorporating more participants without 
having to rehearse a lot – because it’s very difficult to 
organise. So when we made Attractor with Dancenorth 
we had 25 individuals who we to spoke to during the show 
through earpieces. We literally guide the participants 
through the work – there are no rehearsals required, 
no dance experience and the result is very effective. 
But I really wanted to get the whole audience involved 
and One Infinity is kind of a development from that. The 
two dance companies are actually in the audience for a 
lot of the work and the audience joins in for a lot of the 
movement but they don’t need to learn anything and they 
don’t need any dance training. People are very good at 
copying movement, particular simple movement, and en 
masse this creates an incredible effect. That was the very 
satisfying thing about this work which I perhaps hadn’t 
anticipated.

Why do you think you’ve become interested in involving 
the audience in your choreography?

I’m not sure to be honest. I’ve worked for a very long 
time in highly virtuosic dance with very accomplished 
dancers and I’ve gradually become more interested 
in the simpler relationships to dance. I’m not so much 
interested in impressing the audience with difficult and 
complicated things but instead I like the idea of blurring 
the line between performers and viewers. So I guess 
the performance for me has shifted into ritual. You are 
watching but you are actually in it. You are part of it, but 
you are watching again. It’s very fluid.

Personally, I hate audience participation – I feel very 
uncomfortable. I’m not an extroverted person at all so it’s 
an odd thing that I like the idea of creating these works. 
But then I’m probably a pretty good person to make these 
shows because I’m the most critical of being made to take 
part as an audience member. So I make things that I as an 
audience member would feel comfortable with. And in 
doing so I take into account what it is like to be a reluctant 
audience member. And it seems to work. The feedback I 
get from people is that they don’t just feel comfortable, 
they really enjoy it, so I feel pretty confident that it works. 

What I’ve noticed too is that I’ve shifted from maybe 
typical works that require projections and sets and things 
like that, to using quite simple set ups and having the 
investment go into the participants or how the audience 
is seeing the show or how the audience sees themselves – 
that becomes really the whole thing, the major investment 
in my works now. Also maybe because of the highly 
mediated, technical world we live in I want to do more 
than a broadcast work or creating something to be seen 
on a screen. I’m very interested in the live situation and 
what it means to do something live. The ‘liveness’ of live 
performance for me has never been more acute and so 
that’s the interesting thing about my work now. There are 
similarities in my shows from night to night but they are 
never really the same. And there’s an awareness of that in 
the work itself – when you’re watching it, when you’re in it, 

there’s an awareness that you are part of something that’s 
alive now. There’ll be a similar structure tomorrow night 
but it won’t happen in the same way. 

Ritual has obviously become an important part of your 
work …

It has. It’s slightly odd as an atheist that I’m drawn to 
religious ritual and religious art. I feel that a lot of the 
choir music that I’m attracted to – there’s something 
about it that brings people together to become something 
larger than their individual selves. And I think in a way 
that’s what interests me in performance – that becoming 
part of something greater, even just for a moment. 

I think in a secular world there is a somewhat fragmented 
sense of what community is now. When you live in a big 
city it’s actually odd but it can be a very lonely place even 
though you’re surrounded by people. There is a desire 
I think to come together in some expressive way and 
it’s something I think is more difficult in a post-religious 
society. I’ve spent a little bit of time in Java, particularly 
making Attractor and it is a very religious place. The 
religion binds communities together. They have daily 
practice and weekly practice and monthly practice and 
annual practice. In the religious calendar there are a 
series of rituals. That’s the problem with atheism – when 
we find out there is no god that’s not enough, that’s not an 
end in itself. I think as people who believe in the capacity 
for humanity in others, we have to practice that. And in 
some ways for me these kinds of performances take that 
role. And I think festivals can easily do that too

The work itself is in a way a ritual, inspired by the music 
and the rituals of its performers. Symmetry tends to have 
a role in a lot of dance, but I think I worked on symmetry 
more than ever before in this work. It’s reflected with two 
audience banks facing each other – so it’s symmetrical 
in that sense. It’s also symmetrical by the formations of 
mandalas that the dancers create both with the audience 
and on stage. I think for me that was an influence from the 
music, having this sense of a balance or harmony and a 
sense of ‘never-ending’. The way I could visualise  
that was in constantly moving mandalas – these 
kaleidoscopic shapes that are folding into and out of 
each other continuously and endlessly. It has this quite 
mesmeric quality.



BIOGRAPHIES
Gideon Obarzanek is a director, choreographer and performing arts curator. 
He was recently artistic associate with Melbourne Festival and co-curator for 
XO State at the inaugural Asia Pacific Triennial of Performing Arts (Asia TOPA). 

He founded dance company Chunky Move in 1995 and was CEO and artistic 
director until 2012. His works have been diverse in form and content including 
stage productions, installations, site-specific works, participatory events and 
film. These have been performed in many festivals and theatres around the 
world including Edinburgh International, BAM Next Wave Festival New York, 
Venice Dance Biennale, Southbank London and all major Australian performing 
arts festivals.  

His more recent works include Two Jews walk into a theatre… co-written 
and performed with actor and writer Brian Lipson, Attractor co-created with 
fellow choreographer Lucy Guerin for Asia TOPA, WOMADelaide and Brisbane 
Festival, and Bangsokol – A requiem for Cambodia which premiered at the 
2017 Melbourne Festival and later at BAM Next Wave Festival New York. 

Gideon Obarzanek
Choreographer & Director

Classically trained, Max de Wardener studied music at York University then 
completed post-graduate studies 
 in jazz and studio music at the Guildhall School of Music & Drama. He has 
also been a participant on the LSO Discovery Panufnik Young Composers 
Scheme, and has subsequently been commissioned to create a work for Indian 
virtuoso violinist Kala Ramnath, tabla player Sanju Sahai and LSO Strings which 
premiered at LSO St Luke’s, as well as a short variation on the work of Andrzej 
Panufnik for the LSO which premiered at the Barbican under the baton of 
François-Xavier Roth. 

De Wardener’s classical commissions include Pithos, a percussion concerto 
for Colin Currie and Orchestre National Bordeaux Aquitaine, and three works 
for the London Symphony Orchestra. He has a long resumé of works for film 
and TV including two award-winning feature films for acclaimed director Pawel 
Pawlikowski (Last Resort and Woman in the Fifth), as well as the Emmy Award-
winning series DNA.

Since 2002 de Wardener has been releasing his own music in association with 
Matthew Herbert’s Accidental label. More recently he recorded an album 
of unusually tuned piano music for Kit Downes (ECM), as well as an album of 
compositions for Crystal Baschet and Ondes Martinot performed by Thomas 
Bloch for Village Green Records.

Max de Wardener
Co-Composer & Musician



Genevieve Lacey is a recorder virtuoso, serial collaborator and artistic 
director, with a significant recording catalogue and a career as an international 
soloist. She has created a substantial body of large-scale collaborative works 
across performance, radio, theatre, public art, and has also premiered scores 
of new works, written especially for her.

Her wide-ranging musical interests have seen her playing for the Queen 
in Westminster Abbey, representing Australian culture with a performance 
at the Lindau International Convention of Nobel Laureates, playing as a 
concerto soloist in the Proms, making music in a prison in the Pilbara, on an 
oval on Thursday Island alongside Indigenous colleagues, and at the opening 
night of the London Jazz Festival. Her repertoire covers ten centuries and 
collaborators include singer-songwriter Paul Kelly, the Australian Chamber 
Orchestra, Danish pipe and tabor player Poul Høxbro, filmmaker Marc Silver, 
playwright-director Scott Rankin and choreographer Gideon Obarzanek.

Lacey has won two ARIAs, a Helpmann Award, Australia Council, Freedman 
and Churchill Fellowships and Outstanding Musician, Melbourne Prize for 
Music. She is Chair of the Australian Music Centre board, Artistic Director 
of FutureMakers, Musica Viva’s leadership program for early career artists, 
artistic advisor to UKARIA and was Melbourne Recital Centre’s 2018 Artist in 
Residence.

Genevieve Lacey
Co-Composer & Musician 

The founder of Jun Tian Fang ensemble, Wang Peng is a contemporary guqin 
master of both craftsmanship and performance, a designer of aesthetic 
space and the Intangible Cultural Heritage Inheritor of the traditional guqin 
craftsmanship program. He is also the Deputy Secretary General of the Guqin 
Professional Council of the China Nationalities Orchestra Society, the Deputy 
Director of the Display Art Council of the China National Interior Decoration 
Association and a part-time professor at Renmin University of China. Wang 
Peng promotes ‘the spirits of the universe and humanistic feelings’ and 
advocates ‘the literati aesthetics of life and cultural cultivation’. He insists on 
refining the essential spirit of guqin art as ‘clear, soft, light, remote’ (which 
also indicates the way of the literati’s life, which should be easy and clear), 
with ‘balance, integrity, peace, harmony’ (which also implies a good man 
should have the constant virtues of righteousness, benevolence and wisdom), 
and combining the ‘eight words’ spirits into modern life. By combining the 
traditional and modern, the culture of guqin can be inherited in depth.

Wang Peng
Co-Composer & Musician 



Jun Tian Fang
Jun Tian Fang was founded in 2001 by contemporary guqin maker and virtuoso Wang Peng. The ensemble is devoted to 
promoting the aesthetics and culture of guqin. It is a diversified platform for guqin research and making, art education, 
exhibitions and performances, video and audio production.

As an institute of China’s intangible cultural heritage, Jun Tian Fang is dedicated to the restoration and cultivation of 
classical Chinese guqin culture. The ensemble finds that the best way to inherit this traditional culture is to keep it alive 
and to build a comprehensive background for understanding the real meaning behind the music of guqin.

Beijing Dance Theater 

Founded in 2008, Beijing Dance Theater (BDT) is led by its choreographer Wang Yuanyuan together with visual artists 
Tan Shaoyuan and Hanjiang. It has collaborated with many internationally renowned dramatists, musicians and designers, 
enriching the international dance stages with its world-class productions, each of which represents the highest level of 
Chinese contemporary dance. 

BDT’s repertoire includes Stirred from a Dream, a dance-drama adapted from the Kun Opera Peony Pavilion; Diary of 
Empty Space, an energetic triple-bill which was the company’s very first performance; Haze, a contemplation in a time 
of crisis; Prism, a triple-bill featuring work by choreographers from Sweden, Denmark and Canada; and Color of Love, 
a sensual exploration of the emotional landscape of women in their 20s, 30s and 40s. In 2010, the company premiered 
Martlet (Bird Without Feet), which depicts life in Beijing. All of these works have captured global attention and BDT have 
toured Europe and the US with Haze, as well as presenting a number of works throughout Asia, including Golden Lotus 
at the Hong Kong Arts Festival and Hesitation with the well-known Chinese theatre director Lin Zhaohua.

Dancenorth 

Dancenorth is a contemporary dance company based in Townsville, Tropical North Queensland. An epicenter for 
artistic exchange and collaboration, Dancenorth balances a dynamic regional presence with a commitment to create 
compelling contemporary dance that tours the globe. Led by Artistic Director Kyle Page and Associate Artistic Director 
Amber Haines, Dancenorth is an integral part of the Australian dance ecology making a significant contribution to the 
dance sector and building literacy around contemporary dance nationally.

Dancenorth is fast becoming one of Australia’s leading contemporary dance companies having presented work under 
Kyle Page’s artistic direction since 2015 in over 35 international arts festivals and venues around Australia and the world. 
As a model for making outstanding art in a regional community, Dancenorth has received several accolades including 
the prestigious 2017 Sidney Myer Performing Arts Group Award, an Australian Dance Award, Green Room Awards and 
Helpmann awards. 

Dancenorth empowers and supports artists by providing a creative hub for many artistic voices including a diverse 
range of choreographers, guest collaborators, artists-in-residence and dancers. Alongside the professional ensemble 
and touring productions sits an equally vital pillar of focus, the Enrichment Projects. Driven by a dedicated team, 
Dancenorth works with diverse and minority communities across Queensland using dance to support, enhance, inspire 
and heal –bringing communities together.

Playking Productions
 
Playking Productions is an independent production company with a long-standing and highly reputable track record of 
production in theatre, music, contemporary performing arts as well as film and television. Specialising in cross cultural 
projects and co-productions with Asia, and China in particular, they have worked in collaboration with major theatres, 
festivals, performing arts organisations, and film & television networks in the region since 1979. 
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Every community needs inspiration. And the arts have 
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WE COULDN’T DO IT WITHOUT...

SUPPORTING PARTNERS

Adams Coachlines
Advance Press
Aesop
Archie Rose
City of Perth Library
Community Newspaper Group
Copyright Agency’s Cultural Fund
Digital Corp
Mello House
Mt Franklin
RTRFM 92.1
The Backlot
Travel Beyond

DRINK. DINE. DREAM. PARTNERS

Adelphi Grill
Hadiqa
Halford Bar
Harvey Leigh’s at Highgate
Haven Lounge at The Westin
James St Bar + Kitchen
Lalla Rookh
Long Chim Perth
Petition Kitchen
Post
Santini Grill
Sentinel Bar and Grill
The Standard
Wildflower

SUPPORT FOR MADE IN WA

Sunset, Le Nor, Speechless & 
Desert River Sea have been 
supported by the Australian 
Government through the 
Australia Council, its arts 
funding and advisory body; 
and the Government of 
Western Australia though 
the Department of Local 
Government, Sport and 
Cultural Industries.
Desert River Sea has also been 
supported by the Department 
of Primary Industries and 
Regional Development and 
the Royalties for Regions 
program. Sunset has also been 
supported by City of Perth.
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